MOBILITY & CONGESTION

PROMOTING PUBLIC TRANSIT JUSTICE

In our transit-dependent communities, GreenRoots know that mobility and reduced GHG only come with reliable public transportation. GreenRoots organizes riders to demand transit justice. We’ve won service increases, dedicated bus lanes and a reduced fare youth pass.

ADVOCATING FOR BUS & BIKE LANES

Together with transit partners, GreenRoots works to ensure buses serving our community can move through city traffic quickly through the use of dedicated bus lanes. We also work towards increased bicycle mobility through the creation of multi-modal pathways and traffic calming measures.

COORDINATING WALKING GROUPS

Caminatas Verdes (Green Walks) is a Spanish-speaking walking group hosted by GreenRoots that meets weekly from Spring to Fall. The group connects East Boston residents to their waterways and green spaces while building community and fostering intergenerational relationships.
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